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Abstract
Table 1:APS SASE FEL parameters

A self-amplified spontaneous emission (SASE) free-
electron laser (FEL) is under construction at the

gun drive

Advanced Photon Source (APS). Three gun systems, an Parameter I PhaseI I Phase II
rf-testareajlaser room, numerous diagnostics, a transfer
line at the end of the linac, and a new building, which will
serve as the experimentalhall, have been added. The only
remaining items to be installed are the undulatoryinto the
beamline. Here, the additions to the APS in support of
this project as welI as commissioning results and future
plans will be discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION
TheAdvancedPhoton Source (APS) at Argonne National
Laboratory (ANL) has constructed an experiment
designed to test at a modest scale, the idea of a linac-
driven free-electronlaser (FEL) based on the single-pass
self-amplifiedspontaneousemission (SASE) process [1].
The project resembles the current conception of a future
fourth-generation synchrotronslight source user facility
[2]. Such a user facility would provide a light sourcewith
unprecedented brilliance and time-resolution capabilities
far exceedingthose currently availableat third-generation
light sources (includingtie APS.)

This paper will describe the APS SASE FEL. In
particular, a brief overview of the project and its history
will be given along with the project goals. The most
recent commissioningresults will then be discussedalong
with a brief summaryof the immediatetimeline.

2 PROJECT DESCRIPTION
TheAPS SASE PEL project will perform an end-to-end
test of the SASE FEL process similar to that envisioned
for a fourth-generation synchrotronslight source facility.
The initial goal will be to obtain saturation at visible
wavelengths. The process will be thoroughly studied
before raising the electron beam energy to push the FEL
wavelength into W. This process will be continued until
the maximum energy of the APS Iinac is reached.Table 1
lists the experimental parameters for the three planned
phases of the experiment.
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I Energy (MeV) I 217 I 457 I 706 I

~ (m) 530 120 51

L* (m) 0.4 0.72 1.2

L- (m) 8.7 15 24

P* m 260 270 200

B_+ (X 10a) 5 20 37

‘photons/sec/nun2hnrad2/0.1%bandwidth

3 COMPONENT DESCRIPTION

3.1 RF Gun Systems

There are three electron gun systems in the APS linac
two thermionic rf guns with alpha-magnet bunch
compressionand a photocathoderf gun.

Figure 1 shows the currentconfigurationof the Iinac in
the area of the two thermionic rf gun systems, either of
which can serve as the primary injector for standard APS
operation. Only the second, downstream thermionic rf
gun is suitable as an FEL driver. The simulated expected
performance of this downstream high-performance
thermionic rf gun at the entry of the first accelerating
structure is 150-A peak current, 5 n mm-mrad rms
normalized emittance, and 10% energy spread (with
energy filter installed)at 2.5 MeV.

Figure 1:The two thermionicrf guns in the APS linac

In addition to the thermionic rf guns, an on-loan copy
of the BNL/ATF-Gun-IV photocathode rf gun was
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Thus, the coherentradiation comes from the sharpedge at
~ = Ofor such a singlestep pulse or from any densitygra-
dient for a generalbunch distribution.A flat-topbunchcan
be constructedfromtwo singlestep pulsesseparatedby the
bunch length lb,and the relativeintensity of the incoherent
versus the coherentspontaneousemissionscan be obtained
fromEqs. (3) and(6):

where AT= (1 - ~)AJfl is the forwardresonant wave-
length. Equation (8) wasderivedin Ref. [5]by considering
the initial coherent bunching factor. For N - 1010and
lb w 2 mm, AF e 120 nm makes the incoherentpower
larger, while ~. ? 120 nm favors the coherent power.
Thus, the CSE effut should be negligiblefor the proposed
x-ray FEL projects, but may play a significantrole in cur-
rent experimentsin the IR and visibleregion. We note that
the flat-top model requires the electron density to vanish
within Ar and tends to exaggeratethe coherenteffect.

3 LINEAR ANALYSIS

For EEL interaction,thebackwardwaveis droppedand the
slowlyvaryingenvelopeapproximation(SVEA)is invoked
in the form

E(z, t) = &(z,it)eik~(z-et),

J(2, t) = f(z, t)eik~(z-et), (9)

where & and 7 are assumed to vary slowly with z and t.
The Maxwell equationbecomes

It is convenientto definethe electroncoordinateas

f?=kf(z-ct)+k.z= “~(Z -flct) = kt< (11)

and change the independentvariables from (z, t) to (z, 0).
From Eq. (2), the transversecurrent is

whereOj = -kfdj. Inserting this into Eq. (10), we repro-
duce the forwardwavecomponent of Eq. (3).

The phase space distribution of the electron beam is
givenby the IUimontovichdistribution [1]

where~= (7-70)/70 is~econjwatevariabletoe“~ua-
tion (10)can nowbe written as

(++ku+)&=K’nOe-io/d’F(’~z)o’14)

,m., .- . ., .,,--.--.7--- ,. ...,., ,.,, ,, .. , .,.*.,--- . . > --------- . . .,-. ., ..-! .,, ..
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The Vlasovequationfor the electrondistributionis [1,2]
.

whereQ = eK/(2-yfmc’) is a constant.
In theexponentialgainregimeandwithoutexternalfield,

we can regardthe electricfield in Eq. (15) as a small,first-
orderquantity.This includesthe coherentand the incoher-
ent spontaneousemissionsas well as the stimulatedemis-
sion. Hence the distribution function F consists of two
terms the zeroth-orderterm is the initial smoothdistribu-
tion givenby

~o(6, q, Z) = X(O – 2kuqz)V(q), (16)

where V(q) is the initial energy spread of the beam nor-
malized to J’dqV(q) = 1, and the first-orderterm AF
containsboth the initial fluctuationAFOand thebunching
behaviorthroughFEL interaction. ApproximatingF with
F. in the thiid termof Eq. (15)yields

J
z

AF=A.FIO+K’ ds&(80,s)eioO~Fo(Oo, q, s),
o 8q

(17)

where 00 = 0 – 2~qz + 2~qs. Since the FIZLgain be-
comes negligiblewhen the width of V(q) is much larger
than theFEL parameterp [1],where

(e?cZ&%o” 1/3
P=

)32-y~mc’k& ‘
(18)

we have 2~qz - 2kupz -I 2X in the exponentialgain
regime. We can thereforemake the approximatione. = e
in the slowlyvarying&and F. but keep the fast oscillatory
phase eio”. InsertingEqs. (16) and (17) into Eq. (14) and
applyingtheLaplacetransformation,we obtain.

‘=%?$’=i’’la-’i’[k”z-l’+%
.wp(-2ip3/dq*J:x(,,,dd). (19,

The A-integrationis along a straight path parallel to the
real axis and below all singularitiesof the integrand. It is
nonzeroonly when6 – Oj < kuz or ~ – gj <<= (the slip-
page length). Hence the total electric field at 8 is the sum
of fieldsthat originatedfrom the discreteradiatorsprior to
Obutwithintheslippagelength. The electrongainmedium
is treatedas a continuousfluid ~ la Vlasov and is justified
in Ref. [4].For a monochromaticbeam with V(q) = d(q),
Eq. (19)reproducesthe result of Ref. [2]. CoherentSASE
canbe evaluatedby turningthesum into an integralfollow-
ing Eq. (5) andcalculatingthe contributionof theessential
singularityat A= Onumerically[4].
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FollowingRef. [4], one can re-expressEq. (19) as: ..-.

&(z,8) ‘%’$’’-WH,’V(’”(’-’”
J

dA e2iAk”z

I
~q wx

%7 D(A, V,0,0j) A–n’

wheree is an infinitesimalandpositive number,

.D(.A,V,0,4j) = .-4 I dV/dq
- ; + p3w(f3,I%) dq—

A–q’

and

1° JW(f3,ej)=((j-Oj)OjX(e’)de’<1.

(20)

(21)

(22)

For thecoastingbeam,w(O,t?’)= 1andD(A, v) = Ois the
dispersionrelation including the energyspread [1]. Equa-
tion (21) provides a generalizationto the bunched beam.
When the bunch distribution does not change appreciably
over the slippage length, ZU(O,8j) = X(O) from Eq. (22),
and theFEL gain is affectedonlyby the local electroncur-
rent as expected.

4 SRWULATIONALGORITHM

h orderto handle a generalbeam distributionand to study
the nonlinearregime we have developeda simulationcode
that is based on the individualpardcle formulationof FEL
equations:

(23)

(24)&j_ “

az —aete+ cc.,

[++++IU=X(’)’’-’’+ ’’”””” ‘2’)

where z = 2kupz, fj = q/p, and a = 2pek#/(tqno)
is the scaled electric field. Equation (25) follows directly
from Eq. (14), where the contribution of the smooth (co-
herent)distributionand the fluctuating(incoherent)part are
explicitlyseparatedinto two terms. The partial derivative
withrespectto 0 in Eq. (25)describesthe slippagebetween
the electronand the radiationfield.

A time-dependentsimulation algorithm [6] can be con-
structed to take into account the slippage effecr one first
divides the bunch,into~b = lb/~r bucketsand loads each
bucket with simulationpmicles that are uniform in 6 and
have the proper energyspread. Apply Eqs. (23), (24) and
(25)withoutthe slippageterm in eachbucke~and thenslip
the computedfield one bucket forwardafter each undula-
tor period, Tostartup the FEL process, one either givesa
small initialbunchingb. [6] or uses the shot noisesimula-
tion algorithmof Ref. [l’l. However,such a discretization
is not adequatefor CSE simulationbecause the bunchdis-
tribution function Y(8I is OnlvsamDledwith a Samoline

Position olong the bunch

Figure 1: CoherentSASE intensity lac12versus 2p0 (p =
l/(407r),.2 = 5): (a)withoutenergyspread,(b) with a flat-
top energyspreadof widthp.

intervalJ.. Thus, theFourier trausfonn of X(6) is defined
only betweenthe Nyquist critical frequency~. = l/(2Jr)
or w== ckf/2, and the coherentbunching aroundthe res-
onant fkquency ckf is left out.

We modifythis time-dependentapproachto incIudethe
CSE effect by decreasing the sampling interval to cover
the resonantpart of the bunch spectrum. For example,we
can divide the bunch into 81Vbsections so that the criti- “
cal frequencyis 4ckf. The spectralpower outside this ffe-
quencyrange should be sufficientlysmall to eliminate the
effectof alksing. The electric field is computedand aver-
aged over the resonant wavelength,in consistentwith the
slowly varying envelope approximation. Compared with
the multi-frequencyapproach to CSE simulation [8], the
time-dependentapproachis more straightforwardand can
include the shot noise in a natural way. Figure 1 shows an
exampleof simulationwherewe have intentionallyturned
tie noise off. The bunch is assumed to be longer than the
slippage length. CSE from the trailing part of the bunch
within theslippagelength(i.e., O< 2p6 < Z)hasbeen am-
plified and is shownin Fig. l(a) for a case without energy
spread and in Fig. 1(b) for the case with a flat-topenergy
spread of width p. Figure l(a) agrees very well with the
calculationofEq. (19). Sucha simulationtechniqueis also
capableof studying the nonlinearbehavior of the incoher-
ent and thecoherentSASE.
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